
Thank you for ordering a Lester Electrical battery charger.  

Summit 
Series II

 

As a valued customer, we are pleased to share with you that our line of chargers received an upgrade! 
The iconic silver-colored 'cube' charger you are familiar with (and may even have expected) recently 
celebrated 55 years on the job. After such an accomplishment, it seemed time for retirement. After a 
big party, complete with cookie cake and all the 'remember when' stories we could handle, we removed 
the cube style charger from our manufacturing line. Inside the cardboard box before you is a charger 
so cool, it can hang with The Fonz. 

Like everything else we produced over the past 50+ years, 
the Summit Series II provides our loyal customers with the 
quality, and reliability expected from a Lester Electrical
product. Go ahead, dance in your driveway and show it off
to your neighbors. Just be kind you trendsetter you, tell them 
where you got it so they can get theirs ordered too. 

It has better features!  It might be small in size but it’s giant when it comes to 
®features.  This arrived on your doorstep with its own app, Bluetooth  communication, 

Cloud connectivity and better charging efficiency.   

It is durable!  Go ahead and drag it, drop it – we dare you. It will take the best you 
can offer and leave you scratching your head about just how we could build something 
so tough. Just in case you are a long lost cousin of Houdini or the world’s  strongest
person and it stops working, we've got you covered with an astounding 48-month 
limited manufacturer’s warranty.  

It is lighter!  Save the weight lifting for showing off at the gym. The Summit Series II 
weighs less than all the older models so it's easy to carry and quick to install.  

 It is smaller!  We never agreed with bigger is better because we know the best things 
come in small packages. The Summit Series II is smaller while still fitting the same 
mounting pattern as your previous model with supplied adaptor plate(s). 
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